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Abstract
Ionic liquid gating experiments have been performed on both
La2−xSrxCuO4 and SrTiO3. Superconductivity was induced in
initially non superconducting La1.95Sr0.05CuO4 by ionic liquid
gating with an upper critical temperature of 15 K. Further
investigation revealed that the gating effect in La2−xSrxCuO4 was
purely electrochemical, dominated by a faradaic current. Previous
ionic liquid gating experiments on SrTiO3 lead to a theory that
could explain the effect electrostatically. Further investigation
lead to results in conflict with the electrostatic theory.
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Chapter1
Introduction
1.1 Discovery of superconductivity
Superconductivity was discovered by Heike Kamerlingh Onnes [1], a dutch
physicist, in 1911 at Leiden university. Prior to this event was the discov-
ery of liquefying helium, in 1908, which made it possible to cool down
to a temperature of 4 K. When Kamerlingh Onnes decided to cool down
Mercury (Hg) to such temperatures he found that the resistance practically
dropped to zero. Coincidence had it that Mercury became superconduct-
ing at a temperature of 4.2 K, the temperature at which a material becomes
superconducting is called the critical temperature, just above the lowest
possible temperature on earth at that time. Soon after, Kamerlingh Onnes
discovered superconductivity in many more pure metals like Lead (Pb)
and Tin (Sn).
Figure 1.1: Picture of the actual Lab-journal of Kamerlingh Onnes. Phrase delin-
eated in red says “Kwik nagenoeg nul”, which translates into Mercury practically
zero. This, in fact, is the first report of superconductivity.
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Since its discovery, physicists from all over the world have been working
on theories to explain this phenomenon. Around 1950 the first theoreti-
cal picture arose, namely the theory of Cooper pairs (BCS-theory) [2][3]
and the Ginzburg-Landau theory [4]. BCS-theory shows that an arbitrary
small attraction between two electrons inside a metal can cause them to
form fairs, cooper pairs. This attraction between electrons was explained
by electron-phonon interactions, interaction with the coupled vibration of
the metal lattice atoms. The energy of this attraction is ∼ 10−3 eV, mean-
ing that thermal energy can easily break Cooper pairs. Thus only at suffi-
ciently low temperatures the cooper pair density is high enough to transi-
tion a metal into a superconducting state.
For a while this theory was broadly accepted until around 1986 a new
kind of superconductor was discovered, namely the high temperature su-
perconductor [5]. Electron-phonon interaction could not explain super-
conductivity at high temperatures, roughly above 30 K, no complete the-
oretical explanation has yet been found. Cooper pairs are still believed
to be the instigator of superconductivity at higher temperatures, but the
reason for their existence remains in many cases unknown/debated. Up
till today the highest temperature superconductor discovered is hydrogen
sulfide (H2S) with a critical temperature of 203 K [6].
8
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1.2 Superconductive state
Figure 1.2: Schematic view of the superconducting state. Temperature T, mag-
netic field H and current I on the axis.
A superconductive state is of course determined by zero resistance, mean-
ing that charge carriers can flow through a material wihtout any loss of en-
ergy. The simple picture of charge carriers flowing through a material, col-
liding with other electrons and lattice ions does not hold anymore. Over-
lap between the cooper pair wave functions, gives rise to a long-range
ordered state. The quantum state extends over the whole material, thus
superconductivity is a microscopic effect extending on macroscopic scale.
A superconductive state can be further determined by three absolute pa-
rameters: the critical temperature, the critical current and the critical mag-
netic field. When a material is in a superconducting state a current can
flow through without any resistance, only up to a certain maximum. This
maximum is called the critical current, above this critical current the super-
conducting state breaks down and the material is returned in its original
state. In contrast to currents, magnetic fields are not allowed inside a su-
perconductor, this effect is called the Meissner effect. A superconductor
can only block this magnetic field up to a certain level, above this level the
superconductor is not capable of blocking the field anymore which results
in the breakdown of the superconductive state. In this project we have
focused on critical temperatures and critical currents, no magnetic fields
have been applied.
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1.3 Altering the (super)conductive state
The research field of semiconductors is all about altering the electrical con-
ductivity of a material to modulate the right properties for an electrical
circuit or to find exotic behavior. These effects are included in all sorts of
modern electronics, in the form of diodes and transistors. Altering a con-
ductive state does not only shows its effects at high temperatures, it can
also influence the superconductive state by changing the critical tempera-
ture. I will elaborate on the two main methods to alter the conductivity of
a material, where both have been used in this project.
1.3.1 Chemical doping
Chemical doping is the process of intentionally introducing impurities
into a pure band insulator or semiconductor, a semiconductor without
impurities is called intrinsic, to alter the conductivity. Chemical doping
is nothing else than replacing one atom by another with a different outer
shell electron configuration as shown in figure (1.3), practically changing
the amount of effective charge carriers. For an example of the influence of
chemical doping on the critical temperature see figure (2.2)
Figure 1.3: On the left: One of the silicon atoms is replaced by Antimony (Sb)
which has one more outer shell electron, creating a free electron. Introducing
extra electrons by chemical doping is called n-type doping.
On the right: One of the silicon atoms is replaced by boron (B) which has one less
outer shell electron, creating a hole. Introducing extra holes by chemical doping
is called p-type doping, where holes act as mobile positive charges and are treated
as charge carriers
10
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1.3.2 Ionic liquid gating
The electric field effect is a way to alter the electrical conductivity of a ma-
terial by applying a external electric field. The electric field is obtained by
applying a voltage over a solid dielectric material which is in contact with
the material that you want to alter the charge carrier density of. This effect
is long known and was used to create the first transistors. In 2007 a new
method was found to create a larger and more effective electric field, by
using electrolyes or ionic liquids instead of a solid dielectric material [27].
With ionic liquids it is possible to create much larger local electrical fields
and therefore to accumulate more charge carriers in the top layer of the
material, up to a induced charge carrier density of ∼ 1015cm−2 [7]. Ionic
liquid gating has been used in many experiments involving superconduc-
tivity [7–16].
Figure 1.4: A schematic view of ionic liquid gating. By applying a voltage differ-
ence over the gate and source (the gate voltage Vg) certain ions will get attracted
to the area around the source, in this figure the positive ions. These extra posi-
tive ions around the channel create an electrical field that attracts electrons to the
surface of the channel, creating an electric double layer (EDL). Figure inspired by
ref. [8].
The positive ions create an electrical field attracting negative charge carri-
ers to the surface of the channel, increasing the charge carrier density. The
layer of charge that is formed is called a electric double layer, basically
two paralel plates of charge where the top layer is composed of ions from
the ionic liquid and the bottom layer is made of surface charges attracted
via Coulomb force. The positive ions are called cations and the negative
ions are called anions. Changing sign of the gate voltage will, instead of
cations, draw anions to the surface of the channel, which will subsequently
attract positive charge carriers (holes) to the surface layer.
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Thomas-Fermi screening is a theoretical approach to calculate the effects
of electric field screening by electrons in a solid.
λTF =
√
e0
e2 · D(E f ) (1)
This is roughly the depth of penetration of the electrical field, where e0 is
the dielectric constant of vacuum, e is the electron charge and D(E f ) is the
density of states at the fermi energy level. A higher charge carrier density
leads to a shorter screening length, A typical screening length for a metal
is ≈ 1 nm.
1.4 Research
A lot of aspects of high temperature superconductivity remain unexplained.
In this project we will investigate high temperature superconductivity and
hopefully discover new key ingredients for further theoretical explana-
tions. We will use both methods described in this chapter to create a SNS-
junction, a superconductor-metal-superconductor junction, which has never
been done in this way before. When we succeed in creating a SNS-junction
we will focus on investigation of the ”proximity-effect”, which is very
well explained for normal metals and insulators as the barier in the SNS-
junction but not so much for N’ metals(materials that behave as a metal
and can become superconducting).
In 1962 Josephson made the prediction that a supercurrent could flow be-
tween two superconductors and a thin insulating or metal barrier [17].
The normal metal layer is made weakly superconductive by the so-called
proximity effect, diffusion of the cooper pairs from the superconductor
into the normal metal layer. The proximity effect can be understood by
looking at the coherence length ξ, which is an intrinsic value for each su-
perconducting material. The coherence length is a measure of the spatial
variation of the density of superconducting electrons, roughly the length
from the edge to the bulk of a supercurrent. For normal metal barriers
the proximity effect extends over lengths of roughly ξ, while for N’ metals
the proximity effect is not limited to ξ [18][19]. Why a supercurrent can
run through barriers much larger than the coherence length remains un-
explained and therefore we want to investigate this effect. The details of
this project are further explained in the next chapter.
12
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Chapter2
Description of the projects
This bachelor research project exists out of two seperate projects, although
with a lot of overlap. The main project is about creating and investigating
of a SNS-junction and the second (smaller) project is about the origin of
ionic liquid gating. In this chapter I will eleborate on both projects, specif-
ically on the material, the origin and goals.
2.1 SNS-junction
2.1.1 LSCO
Figure 2.1: Unit cell [20] of LSCO, lattice parameters along abc-axis: a = 5.35 A˚, b
= 5.40 A˚ and c = 13.15 A˚. Where x is the concentration of Strontium (Sr).
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Lanthanum Strontium Copper Oxide, in short LSCO, is a p-type semicon-
ductor. LSCO belongs to the family of copper oxides, known as cuprates.
The interest in cuprates increased around 1986 by the discovery of high
temperature superconductivity in Lanthanum barium copper oxide (La2−xBaxCuO4,
LBCO) [5], which was found to have a critical temperature of 35 K, 12 K
higher than the previous record. Later, many more cuprates superconduc-
tors where discovered like Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide (YBa2Cu3O7,
YBCO) [21] and of course LSCO.
LSCO is created by chemical doping the insulating material La2CuO4 (LCO)
which gets doped with Strontium (Sr) replacing the Lanthanum (La) turn-
ing LCO into La2−xSrxCuO4 where x is the fraction of replaced Lanthanum
atoms. Electronic configurations of the interchanging atoms: La (Z = 57) =
[Xe]5d6s2, Sr (Z = 38) = [Kr]5s2.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6
La 2 8 18 18 9 2
Sr 2 8 18 8 2 0
Table 1: Amount of electrons inside each energy shell n. Strontium has one less outer
shell electron, ignoring s electrons, therefore this is p-doping.
Figure 2.2: Phase diagram [22] of LSCO with the critical temperature on the right
y-axis and the doping concentration on the x-axis. LSCO has a different critical
temperature for different doping concentrations. LSCO is optimally doped for
x = 0.15 with Tc = 38 K (where the critical temperature is at its maximum).
Beneath/above this concentration is called underdoped/overdoped. The I/M
border is the insulator-metal transition.
14
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2.1.2 Project goals
The idea of this project was based on ref. [7], where was shown that it
is possible to optimally dope non-superconducting LSCO(x = 0.05) by
ionic liquid gating. Thus to induce superconductivity in initially non-
superconducting LSCO with a Tc of≈ 28 K. In ref. [18], the proximity effect
was investigated in a SNS-junctions for the c-axis of LSCO. The proximity
effect was so huge that it got published under the name ”giant-proximity
effect”. It was reported that the supercurrent could flow through barriers
up to 1 nm of LCO where ξ ≈ 20 A˚ for LSCO in the c-axis [18].
Figure 2.3: Measurement set-up from the paper [18], where the proximity effect
was investigated. Optimally doped LSCO(x = 0.15) was used as the supercon-
ducting layers and LCO as the N’barrier, where LCO was Oxygen doped.
In this project we want to combine both ideas to create a SNS-junction by
ionic liquid gating to investigate the ”giant-proximity effect” in the ab-
plane of LSCO. The ab-plane is parallel to the copper oxide plane, since
copper-oxide planes are suspected to carry out the superconductivity it
is therefore expected that the ”giant-proximitty effect” is even larger than
what was found for the c-axis. The coherence length of LSCO is roughly
ten times larger in the ab-plane than in the c-axis therefore we expect
atleast a ten times larger effect than for the ”giant-proximitty effect”, a
effect over lengths ∼ 10− 500 nm.
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The first goal of this project is practically being able to turn initially non-
superconducting LSCO(x = 0.05) into a superconducting state by ionic liq-
uid gating, at temperatures around the maximum critical temperature. We
want the critical temperature to be as high as possible since this gives the
opportunity to measure the properties of the SNS-junction and the ”giant-
proximity effect” in a larger range of temperatures.
The second goal is to use ionic liquid gating to create a SNS-junction. The
LSCO(x = 0.05) we use is not always the exact same material, likely due
to the Oxygen concentration La2−xSrxCuO4+δ [23] where δ strongly influ-
ences the critical temperature [28]. LSCO(x = 0.05) shouldn’t be a super-
conductor when looking at the phase diagram but in practice it sometimes
where. Therefore the created junction is not strictly an SN’S-junction but
can be also be a SNS-junction.
Figure 2.4: Schematic view of the SNS-junction, where the middle part is unaf-
fected by ionic liquid gating due to the insulating photo-resist layer on top. The
LSCO that is not covered by photo-resist will turn into a superconductor below a
certain critical temperature, the covered LSCO will, below this temperature, still
behave as a metal. Thus, the created junction is a SNS-junction. The width of
the metal can be varied to investigate to what extend the supercurrent can flow
through the metal barrier.
16
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2.2 Origin of ionic liquid gating
2.2.1 STO
Figure 2.5: Unit cell of STO. The distance between two nearest neighbour Sr
atoms, the lattice parameter, is a0 = 0.3905 nm
Strontium titanate (SrTI03, STO) is an oxide of strontium and titanium.
STO has a perovskite structure, a body centered cubic cell with one kind
of atom at the corners, one kind of atom in centre and the oxygen atoms
at face centered positions, which is common for oxides with a chemical
formula of ABO3. STO is a band insulator with a bandgap of 3.25 eV and
a specific resisstivity of ∼ 109 Ω/cm2. It has been shown that STO can
become superconducting by chemical doping, at a temperature of 0.35 K,
which made STO the first insulator to become superconducting [15].
2.2.2 Project goals
Ionic liquid gating has been a long discussed subject in condensed mat-
ter physics. Its effect is well known but its origin is debated. Ionic liquid
gating is reported to be one of two, an electrostatic effect [24] or an elec-
trochemical effect [25], or a combination of both [26]. For an electrostatic
effect, the charge carrier density is altered in the top layer only, where the
chemical composition of the material remains intact. Electrochemical ef-
fects are not limited to the fermi-thomas screening length. This part of the
project will be on investigation of ionic liquid gating.
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Ionic liquid gating experiments where performed on STO, which lead to
very interesting results. While gating, a constant voltage was applied over
the sample while the current was measured. What was found is that for
some time, no current was measured as expected since STO is a band in-
sulator, while all of a sudden a sharp transition was observed where the
measured current increased to hundreds of nA’s in a matter of seconds.
The time it took STO for a certain gate voltage and a certain channel length
to become conducting was named time-delay (td). What was discovered is
that for larger gate voltages the time-delay got shorter and that the time-
delay asymptotically increased when the temperature aproached the melt-
ing temperature of the ionic liquid. The melting temperature dependency
strongly indicated electrostatic gating.
A theory arose that could explain this kind of behavior electrostatically.
The idea was that the electric double layer expanded, as a rolling carpet
starting from the electrodes, over the surface of the channel. The moment
both ends of the carpets touched each other could represent the moment
that the complete channel becomes conducting. Both ends touching would
create a conducting path along the channel where after the path spreads
over the full width of the channel further increasing the conductivity. Af-
ter calculating how fast this carpet would expand the following descrip-
tion was found for td.
td(ρ, Vg) =
L/2
v
=
ere0Lρ
cd
Vg
Vg −V∗ (2)
Where L is the length of the channel, e0 the dielectric constant of free space,
er the dielectric constant of the ionic liquid. Vg is the gate voltage and V∗ is
the lowest potential for which a switch to a conducting state is observed.
ρ is the bulk resistivity of the ionic liquid, d is the thickness of the electric
double layer and c is a constant.
According to formula (2) td should be linearly dependent on the length of
the channel and behave asymptotically while Vg approaches V∗. In this
project we will investigate if td obeys those theoretical properties.
18
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Chapter3
Method
In this chapter the measurement set-up and the sample preparation is de-
scribed for LSCO. STO’s sample preparation (and set-up) is very similar
to LSCO and not so important for this project. The sample preparation
method has changed over the course of this project, I will eleborate how,
why and what has changed in our method in chronological order.
3.1 Measurement set-up
VgVsd
V
Gate
Source
Drain
L
S
C
O
Voltage probes
Figure 3.1: The measurement set-up. Vsd is the voltage between the source and
the drain electrodes. Vg is the gate voltage and V is a voltmeter.
Vsd and the voltmeter are both controller by the same measurement device,
a Keithley 2450 (interactive sourcemeter). Vg is controlled by a second
Keithley. Both of the measurement devices are controlled using Labview
programs on the computer.
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This measurement set-up gives opportunity to accurately measure resis-
tance of the channel with a 4-point measurement. A 4-point measurement
uses as the name states 4 points of contact, two to send a constant current
through the channel or apply a constant voltage over the channel. While
the other two contacts (voltage probes) measure the voltage drop over the
channel or the current through the channel. Creating a constant current
flow and measuring the voltage is called current-biased, applying a con-
stant voltage and measuring the current is called voltage-biased. The ad-
vantage of a 4-point measurement is that only the behavior of the channel
is measured instead of the channel and the contacts.
List of possible measurements for this set-up:
1. 4-point I(V) measurement
A voltage is applied over the source and the drain while the current is
measured. I(V) characteristics of the channel are measured.
2. 2-point I(V) measurement
A voltage is applied over the source and the drain while the current is
measured via the same points of contact. the I(V) characteristics of the
channel and the contact resistances are measured. In our case the contact
resistances are usually a lot higher than the resistance of the channel there-
fore the behavior of the contacts dominate. Thus I(V) characteristics of the
contact resistances are measured.
3. Ig/Vg sweep (2-point)
A gate voltage is applied while the current through the ionic liquid is mea-
sured. The measured current are the ions moving due to the potential
difference. The Vg is slowly increased/decreased, where sharp peaks in
the gate current indicate chemical reactions which can for instance occur
when there is water in the ionic liquid. The bigger the gate current the bet-
ter the gating effect(without chemical reactions). This is a measurement to
characterize the gating effect and the ionic liquid.
4. Isd/Vg sweep (4-point)
The Isd is measured voltage biased while the gate voltage is slowly in-
creased/decreased. The difference between positive and negative gate
voltage is hole or electron doping. Hole doping decreases the resistivity of
LSCO while electron doping decreases the resisistivity. This measurement
gives a good indication for the magnitude of the gating effect.
20
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3.2 Sample preparation (1)
     LSCO
Photo-resist
   UV-Light
Mask
photo-resist
Ar+ Ion
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
Gold
titanium
SLAO
Figure 3.2: Step by step construction of the sample.
Step 1. Growth of LSCO on SLAO (SrLaAlO4) substrates, SLAO is used
as a substrate because of the similar lattice constants of SLAO and LSCO.
If the lattice constants are not similar there will be a strain in the inter-
face layer, which can influence the critical temperature. Growth has been
done with Pulse Laser deposition (PLD), which is a method where a high
power pulsed laser is targeted on the material that is to be deposited, in a
vacuum chamber. This material is vaporized into plasma and deposits as
a thin film on the substrate. The growth can be monitored by Reflection
high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The technique behind RHEED
is electron diffraction. An electron bundle is shot under a small angle onto
the (growing) substrate where it is reflected towards a photoluminiscent
detector. Subsequently the intensity of the diffraction pattern is measured
which gives information on how many layers(unit cells) have been grown.
Usually one oscillation indicates growth of one unit cell but in the case of
LSCO the unit cell is symmetric, which means two oscillations will be ob-
served per growth of one unit cell. All of our grown LSCO layers are 10 -
30 unit cells thick and have a doping concentration of x = 0.05.
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Figure 3.3: RHEED oscillations of growth of LSCO. This part of the oscillations
show growth of 9 Layers of LSCO.
Figure 3.4: On the left: Atomic force microscopy(AFM) image of a SLAO sub-
strate. Terrases are visible where the height difference along line 1 is exactly one
unit cell of SLAO. Terrases are there on purpose to increase the quality of growth
of thin films. SLAO has two terminations where the height difference along line
2 is exactly half a unit cell of SLAO. On the right: AFM image of a grown layer
of LSCO on a SLAO substrate, a very flat film has been grown with no sign of
”island growth”, same terasses are visible as for the SLAO substrate.
22
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Step 2. Applying a layer of photo-resist.
Step 3. Shine UV-light on the sample, which will ‘develop’ the photo-
resist not covered by the protective mask. The mask is the foundation of
the structure of the sample.
Step 4. Dissolve the developed photo-resist.
Step 5. Argon etch the surface of the sample until all the uncovered LSCO
has been removed. Argon etching is a method called dry etching, which
basically means removing a (part) of material by bombarding the surface
with ions. The photo-resist is not fully resistant to the argon ions but the
layer is so thick that when the SLAO/LSCO is etched away deeply enough
there is still a layer of photo-resist left.
Step 6. Dissolve the remaining photo-resist. The sample now has its final
structure, the only step remaining is adding gold contact electrodes.
Step 7. Everything except the structure of the electrodes and leads are
covered with a layer of photo-resist. Next a thin layer of titanium (2 nm)
and a thicker layer of gold (50 nm) are deposited deposited by sputtering.
Sputtering is a method where a solid target(the material that you want to
deposit on the sample) is bombarded by high energetic particals. The high
energetic particles will eject particles from the solid target which will de-
posit on the sample substrate.
Step 8. To get rid of the gold on top of the photo-resist the sample is
rinsed in a bath of ethanol or isopropanol, which shakes the sample at a
high frequency. Eventually small cracks will appear at the interface of the
gold on top of the titanium and the gold on top of the photo-resist. When
those cracks appear the ethanol can dissolve the photo-resist flushing the
remaining gold of the sample. The layers of gold with titanium under-
neath are unaffected because they are much better attached to the LSCO.
A new step was later added to the process, which was covering the en-
tire surface of the sample, except for the LSCO channel, with a layer of
photo-resist. The sample was afterwards heated at 180 C◦, otherwise the
ionic liquid would dissolve into the photo-resist. The reason to include
this step was that it increases the gating effect since the ions would now
only stick to the surface of the LSCO instead of also to the gold leads all
over the sample. Photo-resist is insulating, therefore no ions can be at-
tracted through the (thick) photo-resist layer. This means that the surface
over which the voltage drop will be applied is minimized to the LSCO
channel only (and gold source-drain contacts), effectively increasing the
gating effect as shown in figure (3.6).
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Figure 3.5: Zoom-in of the sample where the source, drain, voltage probes and
gate electrode are clearly visible (white). Length of the channel is 300 µm and
the width is 50 µm. The rectangular shape around the channel is the edge of the
photo-resist layer.
Figure 3.6: Isd/Vg sweep, Vg increased/decreased by 0.05 V every second. Com-
parison has been made for a sample with and without a photo-resist mask by
measuring the relative change of the Isd.
Figure (3.6) shows that the gating effect is greatly increased by the use of a
photo-resist mask. The hysteresis of the blue line indicates that the gating
effect was not at a maximum. Since the maximum gating effect was not yet
achieved it is hard to make a just comparison, but looking at the slopes of
both curves gives a good indication of the magnitude of the gained gating
effect. These results lead to implementing the extra photo-resist mask in
every sample production from now on.
24
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Ionic liquid
The ionic liquid we have used is DEME-TFSI, where DEME are the cations
and TFSI the anions. DEME-TFSI has a melting temperature of 182 K and a
capacitance of≈ 2.3 · 10−6F/cm2 [27]. In measurements we define a gating
time, which is roughly the time of the gate voltage being applied while the
the ionic liquid is in liquid form. We have only applied gate voltages at
210 K(and a short period of cooling down towards below 182 K).
3.3 Contact resistances
Figure 3.7: Strange R(T) behavior of LSCO(30 u.c. thick, x = 0.05), according to
the literature R(T) should not increase that drastically around 100 K and should
eventually become (near) superconducting around 1 K [7].
The behavior shown in figure (3.7) was never observed in any literature
before, this lead to the idea that there was something wrong with our sam-
ple, or specifically the production method of our sample. We suspected
that this weird behavior could be due to very high contact resistances, the
resistance of titanium on LSCO contact, at low temperatures. After some
investigations we came to the conclusion that the contact resistances were
strongly temperature dependent, the 2-wire resistance increased drasti-
cally when cooling down.
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While measuring and cooling down, at some point the voltage compliance
limit was reached (a limit that is set to protect the sample from too high
voltages, in our case between 0.5 V and 1 V), while our Keithley measure-
ment device did show any sign of which. Since we measured current-
biased, an increasing 2-wire resistance can oppose problems. When a cur-
rent is kept at a constant while the resistance is increasing, the applied
voltage must increase also. The applied voltage will increase untill the
voltage compliance limit is reached, whereafter this the keithley is unable
to keep the current at its bias, the current will decrease. Since we did not
see any signs of this limit being reached we measured the resistance with
our (false) current bias. When the 2-wire resistance increases faster than
the 4-wire resistance decreases this could lead to results like figure (3.7),
where the 4-wire resistance increases instead of decreasing. In the case
of figure (3.7) the current bias was 1 µA and the voltage compliance was
0.5V. Thus the maximum contact resistance is∼ 500 KΩ. In many cases we
observed much larger contact resistances, up to tens or hundreds of MΩ’s
dependent on the sample. Increasing the voltage limit and decreasing the
current-bias could avoid this problem, only in many cases the current-bias
had to be decreased under 1 nA where proper noise-free measurements
are impossible in our measurement set-up.
Schottky barrier
A well known electrical energy barrier in the field of semiconductors is the
Schottky barrier, which can arise when a metal and a semiconductor are
brought in contact for certain work function differences, where the work-
function is the minimum amount of thermodynamic energy recuired to
remove an electron from a solid into a vacuum outside the solid. For a
p-type semiconductor, the metal semiconductor interface creates a ohmic
contact if the work-function of the metal is larger than the work-function
of the semiconductor. A Schottky barrier is created if the work-function
of the metal is smaller than for the semiconductor. Schottky barriers show
large rectifying behavior where electrons can almost flow freely from the
semiconductor into the metal (forward bias) but not vice versa (reverse
bias).
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Figure 3.8: I(V) characteristics of a 2-wire measurement dominated by the two
contact resistances (contacts resistances a factor 100 larger than the LSCO chan-
nel). The horizontal part around ± 1 V for 210 K is due to the current limit being
reached, set to protect the sample. Comparing 210 K and 5 K shows a huge tem-
perature dependence.
In the production method (1) a tiny layer of Titanium is deposited un-
derneath the gold to make the gold stick to the surface. Since the work
function of Titanium is smaller than the work function of LSCO [28] (for
all Sr concentrations) a Schottky barrier should arise. The resistance of a
Schottky barrier is temperature dependent and could therefore explain the
measured behavior of the contact resistances. Schottky barriers show rec-
tifying behavior which is not observed in figure (3.8), this is due to having
two Schottky barriers oppositely orientated in our 2-wire measurement.
The forward bias characteristics will dominate since the reverse bias only
allows a small constant current.
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Figure 3.9: A fit on the positive side of figure (3.8) for 210 K. Expression for the
thermionic emission fit: I = A · (eB·x − 1). Fitting function parameters: A =
1990± 20 nA, B = 1.77± 0.1 with R2 = 0.998.
The forward bias characteristics at ’high’ temperatures are dominated by
the thermionic emission current, which is the current of thermally induced
charge carriers. The thermionic emission current can be described by:
ITE = A0A∗T2e
−qφB
kBT (e
qV
nkBT − 1) (3)
Where A0 is the effective diode area, A∗ the richardson constant, T the
temperature, φB the Schottky barrier, kB the boltzman constant, n the ide-
ality factor and V the applied potential. The effective diode area is es-
timated to be A0 = 1 · 10−5m2 and the richardson constant to be A∗ =
1.2 · 106A/m2K2. Inserting the estimated values and the fitting function
parameter A, leads to φB ≈ 0.485 eV. The work function of Titanium = 4.3
eV and the work function of LSCO(x = 0.05) ≈ 5.06 eV [28]. Thus φB =
work function of LSCO - work function of Titanium = 0.76 eV, which is
larger than what was calculated from the fitting parameter. This can be
due to the estimated diode area and the estimated Richardson constant.
The Richardson constant is not a universal constant, it is material depen-
dent with a correction factor which I was unable to find for LSCO. If we
believe the fit to be perfect we estimated those constants, since those de-
pend logarithmically, a factor e1.5 = 4.8 off, this is probably not the case.
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Nothing can be concluded on the exact size of the φB but there are clear
indications that barrier in the contacts is a Schottky barrier. Since the work
function of LSCO and gold are almost equal, getting rid of the titanium
layer in the production process should be a solution to the high contact
resistances.
3.4 Sample preparation(2)
SLAO
LSCO
GOLD GOLD
KI/I/H20
solution 
SLAO
LSCO
SLAO
LSCO
Aceton/
ethanol
SLAO
LSCO
1 2 3
4 5 6
Photo resist
Figure 3.10: improved, step by step construction of a sample.
The main difference between both methods is the absence of the titanium
layer. The gold layer is not sputtered onto the sample but also grown with
PLD in the same set-up as where the LSCO is grown (which is called ”in-
situ”, traslates to ”on site”). The sample remains in vacuum during the
growth of LSCO and gold, therefore the gold attaches much better to the
LSCO due to absence of dirt and water particles in the interface layer. The
structuration of the gold contacts and gold leads is now achieved with a
Potassium iodide solution, which dissolves gold but leaves organic mate-
rials intact. A photo-resist mask is used to cover up the gold of the leads
and electrodes. The rest of the production process remained the same.
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Figure 3.11: I(V) characteristics of a 2-wire measurement. LSCO(1) and LSCO(2)
are different samples but have both been produces following the same improved
method. The black curve is the same as the 210 K curve in figure (3.8), plotted for
comparison. The slight difference in temperature does not affect the behavior or
magnitude of the measurements.
As shown in figure (3.11), the new method produces ohmic or near-ohmic
contacts. The difference between the ohmic contact and the near-ohmic
contact could be due to the LSCO doping(or oxygen concentration) not
being exactly the same each deposition. The work function of gold (5.1
eV) and LSCO are almost equal, but the work function of LSCO changes
with the doping concentration. Meaning that for one sample an ohmic
contact is created, while for the other sample a very small barrier is cre-
ated. Although the red curve (211 K) is not perfectly ohmic, the conduc-
tivity is pretty much equal to the blue curve (210 K). Comparison has been
made with the old method at a similar temperature, which shows a much
smaller current, especially for voltages smaller than 1 V. The new contacts
have a resistance roughly varying between 10-100 KΩ at 210 K, which de-
creases to a few ohms or increases slightly when cooling down to 1 K.
Thus the contact resistance problem was solved! Even if the contact resis-
tances increased slightly a current bias of 1 µA could be easily achieved
for a voltage well below the compliance limit of 1 V.
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Results and discussion
4.1 LSCO
4.1.1 Characterization
Figure 4.1: On the left: I(V) characteristics of LSCO(x = 0.05). On the right:
Ig/Vg sweep, each second the gate voltage is increased/decreased by 0.05 V. Typ-
ical gate current characteristics are shown.
LSCO(x = 0.05) behaves, as expected considering the phase diagram, like
a metal. The gate current shows current building up due to increasing of
the gate voltage, as expected. The hysteresis that is shown is due to the rel-
atively small gate voltage time steps. In other words, it takes more time to
achieve the maximum gating effect for a certain voltage than one second.
No sharp peaks are observed which could indicate chemical reactions.
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Figure 4.2: I(V) characteristics of superconducting LSCO(x = 0.05) at 1.5 K, a
critical temperature was found of roughly 12 K after gating at 5 V.
We estimate the critical current at 375 µA, we know the size of the channel
thus we can calculate the critical current density. We assume that only the
top unit cell becomes superconducting which is 1.3 nm in height. We find
a critical current density of 9.61 · 105 A/cm2, which is in agreement with
literature [23].
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4.1.2 Gating results
Figure 4.3: R(T) of LSCO(30 U.C, x = 0.05) for varying gate voltages and varying
gating times. The standard gating time was 5 minutes, -4 V has been gated twice
(once for 5 minutes and once for 25 minutes).
Figure (4.3) shows that LSCO(x = 0.05) without gating is on the edge
of superconducting as we would expect when looking at the phase dia-
gram. The resistance decreased drastically but did not completely become
zero, the resistance of the red curve (0 V) at 1.5 K is 0.3KΩ. Increasing
the gate voltages brings LSCO closer to a superconducting state where we
see that -2.5 V has a final resistance 0.2KΩ. -3.5 V shows the first sign of
superconductivity with a critical temperature of a few Kelvin. The critical
temperature is determined by fitting a straight line onto the linear part of
the curves where the resistance rapidly decreases. The intersection of the
fit and the x-axis gives Tc. Further increase of the gate voltage shows an
increase in Tc as expected. Gating at -4 V for 25 minutes showed a higher
Tc than -5 V gated for 5 minutes, which was not completely as expected.
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To further investigate the gating effect we zoomed in on the first 5 min-
utes of gating time, where we kept the temperature at a constant 210 K.
In figure (4.4) measurement data of a different sample was used than in
figure (4.3), as could be noticed from the difference in resistance. Since the
behavior of the gating effect was identical for every sample, the bahavior
only decreased or increased in amplitude, data was used where a large
gating effect was observed.
Figure 4.4: On the left: R(t) dependence of LSCO(10u.c. x = 0.05) for different
gate voltages at a constant temperature of 210 K. On the right: Ig behavior in time
for different gate voltages, Ig data from the same measurement as the figure on
the left.
A sharp drop in resistance is observed in the first few seconds, which
grows in size for higher gate voltages. For the curves below -3 V we see
that after the sharp drop in resistance the resistance stabilizes and remains
constant in time, while for the curves higher than -2 V show a decrease
in resistance over a much larger timescale. The resistance of LSCO per-
manently decreased after gating at voltages higher than -2 V, as shown in
table (2). The gap between -1 V and -2 V is probably due to a discrepancy
in temperature, which was not very well monitored thus we cannot say
for sure.
Gate voltage -1 V -2 V -3 V -4 V -5 V
R(t=0) ± 0.0025 KΩ 10.55 KΩ 10.426 KΩ 10.421 KΩ 10.303 KΩ 10.137 KΩ
table 2: Permanent decrease in resistance after gating. A estimate is included of the
noise in the measurement of the resistance.
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Similar to the resistance, we observe that for gate voltages below -3 V the
Ig rapidly decreases towards zero, while for the higher gate voltages Ig re-
mains rather large and slowly decreases towards zero, again over a much
larger timescale. The size of Ig scales with Vg, except for -4 V which is
larger than -5 V. Ig measurements are extremely sensitive to noise due to
the size of the gate current, movement near the keithley could lead to a
large peak in the gate current. This sensitivity is the explanation for the
random scattered points all over the plot, nevertheless the overal behav-
ior is clear.
Figure 4.5: Fit of the -5 V Ig curve from figure (4.4), fitting function: I = A +
Be−Cx + D√x , fitting function parameters B ≈ 0 and D = −3.8 A/s0.5
Figure (4.5) shows the fit of Ig for a fitting function that exists out of two
parts, an electrostatic and electrochemical part. The exponential term de-
scribes the electrostatic current which is due to the charging of a double
plate capacitor(EDL) where C represents the 1/RC time(rougly the charg-
ing time of the capacitor). The electrochemical part is described by the
faradaic current, a diffusion controlled process, which has a 1/
√
t depen-
dence. The behavior of Ig is dominated by the faradaic current.
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4.1.3 Discussion
Goals of this project
We succeeded in the first goal of this project, turning initially non-superconducting
LSCO(x = 0.05) into a superconductor with a high Tc with ionic liquid gat-
ing. Unfortunately we where unable to reach a Tc of 35 K, the highest Tc we
found is roughly 15 K, not even close to a optimally doped state but still
high enough for our purpose of creating a SNS-junction. We have not yet
succeeded in creating a SNS-junction, this is due to the fact that it is a chal-
lenge on its own to create such a very thin uniform strip of photo-resist. If
we succeed in creating this strip of photo-resist I expect that everything is
going to work as expected and that a SNS-junction will be created.
Gating effect
The long range decrease in resistance, relatively high gate current and per-
manent decrease in resistance are three indications of an electrochemical
effect. Those three effects where observed for gate voltages larger than
-2 V and therefore we suspect that somewhere between -2 V and -3 V a
chemical reactions occurs that transfers charge from the ionic liquid into
the channel. To be conclusive we made a fit on the behavior of Ig for a gate
voltage of -5 V, where from the fitting parameters we can conclude that the
electrostatic part of the gating effect is neglegible. The gating effect is dom-
inated by a electrochemical effect, from fitting parameter D we can extract
the diffusion coefficient, and thus the kind of particles that are involved in
this electrochemical reaction. We have used the ”Cottrel equation”, which
in electrochemistry describes the current to a planar electrode, to extract
the diffusion coefficient from D. The fitting parameter D includes several
constants, the molar concentration of the ionic liquid and the total surface
of the planar electrode(channel). Without any serious approximations we
arrive at a diffusion coefficient of ∼ 10−14 m2/s. We estimate the diffu-
sion constant of the ionic liquid at 210 K ∼ 10−11 m2/s [29], the diffusion
constant is measured up to 250 K where we approximated the fit at 210 K.
There is a huge difference between the diffusion coefficient from our own
measurements and the diffusion of the ionic liquid, which indicates that
the ions are not the particles that cause the chemical reactions. Thus we
found that it is a electrochemical gating effect, where the ions of the ionic
liquid are probably not involved in the reaction.
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4.2 STO
4.2.1 Characterization
Figure 4.6: On the left: Ig/Vg sweep, each second the gate voltage is in-
creased/decreased by 0.1 V. Typical gate current characteristics are shown, sim-
ilar to figure (4.1). On the right: Isd/Vg sweep, each second the gate voltage is
increased/decreased by 0.01 V. A switch to conductive state for STO is shown for
a positive Vg (electron doping).
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4.2.2 Time-delay results
Length dependence
Figure 4.7: Length dependence of td for a Vg of 2.25 V. The Isd for 500 µm is very
small, therefore a zoom-in is included on the right. Measurements done at 200 K.
Every channel length was gated three times in a row with a waiting time
of 30 minutes in between, even though the system has 30 minutes to relax
into its original state, td is drastically different for each curve of the same
channel length, except for 200 µm. Due to the discrepancy in subsequent
measurements it is hard to find a just length dependence, since we don’t
know which curve to use as accurate data. For a constant voltage bias
we expect that the smaller channels show larger currents since the overal
resistance is smaller, this was indeed observed except for 50 µm which
showed a larger current than 10 µm. The only consistent part of the length
dependence gating measurements was that 10 µm has a larger td than any
of the longer channels, this result was reproduced for several different
samples.
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Gate voltage dependence
Figure 4.8: Isd time dependence for different gate voltages. Measuremed at 195
K for a channel length of 10 µm. Again, on the right, a zoom-in is included to
show the behavior of the smaller currents. td clearly decreases as Vg increases,
where for every curve above 1.8 V a clear transition is observed from a insulating
to conductive state.
Figure 4.9: td is acquired from fitting a straight line onto the linear part of the
curves in figure (4.8) where the intersection with the x-axis is td. Roughly linear
behavior is observed.
The included error-bars in figure (4.9) are the error-bars of the actual fit,
while the error bars of the fitting method are much larger. Fitting a straight
line onto the linear part is an arbitrary method when the behavior of each
curve is not exactly equal, this method is consistent for the larger currents
which have a large linear part but not so consistent for the smaller cur-
rents.
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4.2.3 Discussion
Rolling carpet model
Aside the fact that the td measurements where very inconsistent for dif-
ferent channel lengths, the 10 µm channel takes more time to become con-
ducting than the longer channels is in conflict with the ”rolling carpet”
model. Further measurements are needed to draw any conclusions but
since the same inconsistency was found measureing different samples is a
clear indication that the ”rolling carpet” model does not apply to this kind
of behavior.
Furthermore, no asymptotic behavior of td has been found while Vg ap-
proached V*, where we also found there was a difference in V* of roughly
± 0.5 V for different channel lengths. We do not know how much the ex-
tra waiting time improved the consistency of the measurements but we
do see a clear trend where td decreases as Vg increases. The absence of a
clear linear part in the curves for the smaller gate voltages indicates that
the method of fitting td is inadequate. We cannot discard the ”rolling car-
pet” model completely since there can always be an extra factor disturbing
the actual expected spreading of the EDL, the model could still be partly
correct but missing some crucial elements. For instance a combination of
a electrstatic and electrochemical effect.
Electrochemistry
If the gating effect of STO would be induced electrochemically, that means
a reaction should occur with the surface of the STO. We did not find any
clear indications of a permanent decrease of the resistance of STO after
gating, therefore the reaction should be entirely revirseble. Furthermore
no trend has been found of a decreasing td for several times of gating with
a very short waiting time in between, which would be expected when a
system does not have enough time to relax into its original state. It is
highly unlikely that oxygen is involved in the gating effect since we gate
at very low pressures∼ 10−6 mbar. Aside from speculations, the observed
behavior remains unexplained.
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